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Overview 
The Wayne National Forest is located throughout 12 counties in southeast Ohio’s Appalachian 
Basin, an area with diverse mineral resources. Mineral resource extraction has occurred on the 
lands that make up the Wayne National Forest since the early 1800s, long before the national 
forest was established in 1934. Extensive areas of what is now the national forest were mined for 
coal to heat homes, feed blast furnaces, and power steamboats. Most of the coal mining activity 
occurred underground and prior to the establishment of the national forest. Limited sub-surface 
coal mining continues today in privately owned minerals beneath the Athens Unit. Southeast 
Ohio was also an early site of oil and gas development, dating back to the first oil produced in 
Washington County in 1860 (Miller 1943). In addition to energy-producing minerals, other 
minerals were extracted, such as clay, limestone, gravel, peat, crushed rock, and sand. Mineral 
development on the lands of the Wayne National Forest has evolved over the past century, 
mainly based on changing demands for mineral resources and advances in extraction and 
production technologies (Crowell 2005).  

Currently, oil and gas development represent the most prevalent mineral resource extraction 
occurring on the Wayne National Forest. “Conventional,” or vertical, shallow oil and gas 
development predates establishment of the national forest, and has occurred at varying levels 
over time. Recently, there has been an introduction and expansion of “unconventional” oil and 
gas production in eastern Ohio utilizing horizontal wells with high-volume hydraulic fracturing 
methods (often referred to as “fracking”). Horizontal drilling activities are occurring on private 
lands within the proclamation boundary of the eastern part of the national forest (Marietta Unit), 
but not on the National Forest System surface estate (lands managed by the Forest Service).  

For federally-owned mineral estates, the rules for federal mineral management are defined in the 
Mining Act of 1872, the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 as amended and supplemented, the 
Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired lands of 1947 as amended, the Federal Land Policy and 
Management Act of 1976, the Federal Coal Leasing Amendment Acts of 1976, and the Federal 
Onshore Oil and Gas Leasing Reform Act of 1987. These various statutes encourage the orderly 
development of federal mineral resources within the context of the surface land use while 
sustaining the long-term health and biological diversity of ecosystems.  

This supplemental report is intended to briefly summarize the mineral resources that will be 
considered in the forest plan revision process. The current focus of industry and the public is 
directed at energy mineral resource development in and near the Wayne National Forest, 
specifically oil and gas. This supplemental report will focus primarily on a description of the oil 
and gas resources. Other mineral resources will be addressed briefly. The ecological impacts of 
non-renewable energy and minerals development are addressed in the other supplemental reports 
and summarized in the Assessment document, and, therefore, will be discussed only generally in 
this supplemental report. In addition, the Bureau of Land Management is developing a 
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Reasonably Foreseeable Development Scenario that will be available for consideration in the 
forest plan development and analysis.1  

Mineral Ownership on the Wayne National Forest 
The lands that make up the Wayne National Forest (federal surface estate) make up less than half 
of the total land base of the Congressionally-designated proclamation boundary in all three 
management units (see table 1). The proclamation boundary is the area in which Congress has 
permitted the Forest Service to acquire lands to form or add to the Wayne National Forest.  

Table 1. Federal surface management as a proportion of the land contained within the Wayne 
proclamation boundary 

Within the proclamation boundary, mineral ownership is a complex patchwork of federally and 
privately-owned mineral estates. Mineral ownership, or “rights,” that exist under the Wayne 
National Forest can be characterized as one of the following: 

• Federal Rights – Mineral rights that have been acquired by the Federal Government 
through purchase, exchange, or donation.  

• Private Rights – Mineral rights severed from the surface estate and retained by an entity 
other than the Federal Government. 

• Some combination of federal and private based on depth in the subsurface or a percentage 
of ownership of the entire depth. 

Federally-owned lands and minerals are classified two ways: either “public domain” or 
“acquired.” This classification is important when considering minerals development because the 
laws that govern federal mineral management are applied depending on the federal mineral 
classification. Most of the Wayne National Forest is acquired lands, which means that the land 
was given or sold to private citizens at some point in history and later acquired back into the 
federal estate. In contrast, public domain lands and minerals are those that have always been 
owned by the Federal Government. Due to the history of Euro-American settlement and 
distribution of federal lands, this situation is more common in the western United States. The 

                                                      
1 This supplemental report will not provide specific or quantitative projections. The Reasonably Foreseeable 
Development Scenario that is in draft with the Bureau of Land Management will include projections on the potential 
for oil and gas well development, activity, and estimates of the areal extent of surface impacts associated with the 
predicted development. 

Management Unit 
National Forest System  

Acreage 
Proclamation Boundary 

Acreage 

Percent National Forest 
Surface of 

Proclamation 
Athens 72,485 270,788 27% 
Marietta 64,667 268,055 24% 
Ironton 107,113 316,689 34% 
Total 244,265 855,532 29% 
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Wayne National Forest includes only one parcel of public domain lands, and it is less than 100 
acres.  

The Forest Service is a surface-management agency with legal authority that only extends to 
activities on the surface. The legal authority of the Wayne National Forest applies to the 244,265 
acres of federal surface within the 855,532 acre proclamation boundary. Congress delegated the 
management of the federal mineral estate to the United States Department of the Interior, Bureau 
of Land Management (BLM), which is why lease sales for federal minerals underlying Wayne 
National Forest lands are administered by the BLM, not the Forest Service. The Wayne National 
Forest and the BLM do not have any regulatory authority over lands of other ownership 
contained within the proclamation boundary. 

In many cases the surface and the mineral estates are severed, which means that the owner of the 
surface is not the same person or entity that owns the sub-surface mineral rights. Thousands of 
acres of the federal surface estate administered by the Wayne National Forest overlie privately 
owned mineral rights. Large areas of the national forest also coincide with federally-owned 
minerals administered by the BLM.2 The BLM is preparing a Reasonably Foreseeable 
Development Scenario for oil and gas development within the Wayne National Forest’s 
proclamation boundary. The Reasonably Foreseeable Development Scenario will provide 
updated acreage of privately and federal mineral ownership under the surface of the Wayne 
National Forest. This baseline scenario may be used to inform the environmental analysis 
associated with the forest plan revision process.  

In Ohio, as in many other states, the owner of the mineral estate has a legal authority to make 
reasonable use of the surface to produce their minerals. Where mineral rights are privately owned 
beneath the federal surface estate, the Forest Service is limited in its ability to regulate surface 
activities. This means that even when the surface is owned by the Federal Government and 
administered by the Wayne National Forest, the Forest Service must grant reasonable access and 
use of the surface for the private owner or their designated entity to develop the private mineral 
estate. Government oversight of private mineral development is primarily performed by the State 
of Ohio, through the Ohio Department of Natural Resources. The Forest Service has regulatory 
authority on surface-disturbing activities where the mineral rights are federally-owned beneath 
the federal surface estate. Like any surface landowner, the Forest Service can work with private 
mineral owners to develop mutually-agreeable protections for surface resources. Deed and lease 
language may also provide a means for achieving additional resource protection. 

  

                                                      
2 Mineral ownership is subject to change over time as the Forest Service acquires new lands and previously reserved 
mineral rights revert to federal ownership.  
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Oil & Gas Extraction and Development 
There are two main ways to extract oil and gas from the minerals beneath the Wayne National 
Forest, typically referred to as “conventional” or vertical, and “unconventional” or horizontal.  

Conventional extraction typically focuses on shallower oil and natural gas-bearing geological 
formations using vertical well technology. Formations commonly targeted with vertical wells 
include the Big Injun, Berea and Clinton sandstones, the Trenton limestone and other shallower 
limestone, as well as the Devonian-age shales. Vertical wells have been drilled to the Ordovician-
age Utica and the deep Ohio Shale, roughly as deep as 4,500 feet below the surface. Well pads to 
support vertical wells are typically 2 acres in size and are more densely spaced to extract oil or 
gas from a particular area. Vertical wells are fractured with a variety of substances, including 
water, acid, sand, and chemicals, to enhance the flow from within the sandstone, limestone, and 
shale. Conventional drilling for oil has occurred in Ohio since the first oil well was completed in 
Washington County in 1860 (Miller 1943). In recent years, the number of new conventional 
wells completed within the proclamation boundary has declined (See figure 3 below). 

Horizontal wells are considered unconventional extraction. These wells begin with a vertical well 
bore to depths of 1,000 and 2,000 feet, and then the well bore is gradually turned to drill 
horizontally into the formations at depths of 4,000 feet or more. This unconventional extraction 
has been used to extract hydrocarbons from the deeper Devonian and Ordovician-age shales in 
private minerals, and, in a few instances, federal minerals underlying the Wayne National Forest. 
These wells are also fractured with water, sand, and chemicals to open the pore spaces of the 
shale to enhance the flow of oil and gas from within the shale. The volume of fracturing liquids 
needed for horizontal wells is typically greater than vertical wells, because they have longer well 
lengths to access more oil or gas in the shale formation. Well pads to support unconventional 
wells are typically larger, ranging from 20 up to 35 acres in size. Pad size is location dependent, 
and the pads can support multiple wells (up to about 20). Because these wells can bore 
horizontally, they can extract gas from a larger area than conventional drilling and thus are not as 
densely spaced as conventional wells to access oil or gas over an area. Unconventional extraction 
in Ohio includes the Marcellus and Utica-Point Pleasant Shale and the deep Ohio Shale. In 
southeast Ohio, unconventional drilling activities are currently focused on the Utica Shale.  

In addition to wells and well pads, other infrastructure is needed to support oil and gas extraction 
and may occupy the surface. For conventional drilling, this may include small-diameter 
gathering lines, larger diameter pipelines or transmission lines, compressor stations, and access 
roads. Other infrastructure supporting these activities—such as tank batteries or brine storage 
tanks—are typically located on a well pad in a central location for a series of wells. For 
unconventional oil and gas, some of the same infrastructure is needed and is typically larger in 
size because of the greater volume of product being extracted from a single well pad. The 
majority of infrastructure for unconventional wells is located within the footprint of the single 
well pad.  
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Current Status of Federally-Owned Oil and Gas on the 
Wayne National Forest 
Federal regulations require the Forest Service to identify areas of the national forest that have 
been found to be “administratively available for leasing” on a map (36 C.F.R. § 228.102). In the 
Record of Decision for the Final Environmental Impact Statement for the 2006 Wayne Forest 
Plan, the Regional Forester made all federally-owned oil and gas rights within the Wayne 
National Forest administratively available for oil and gas leasing, subject to the lease 
notifications and stipulations included in the 2006 Wayne Forest Plan. These stipulations are 
intended to protect resources and mitigate or lessen impacts from oil and gas extraction 
activities. For example, a lease stipulation of “No Surface Occupancy” can be used to protect 
surface resources in an area by prohibiting a leaseholder from occupying the surface during 
development activities. The 2006 Wayne Forest Plan will remain in effect until forest plan 
revision is complete, which means that all federally-owned oil and gas is administratively 
available for leasing subject to the notifications and stipulations contained in the forest plan. 

Number & Location of Existing Oil & Gas Wells 
Both conventional and unconventional oil and gas activities are currently taking place within the 
Wayne National Forest’s proclamation boundary. Figure 1 shows conventional (vertical) and 
unconventional (horizontal) drilling activity in the Marietta Unit of the Wayne National Forest. 
Figure 2 depicts conventional, vertical wells in the Athens Unit and the Ironton Unit. To date, 
horizontal well activity has been confined to the Marietta Unit and has not included surface 
disturbance on the National Forest System surface estate. No unconventional activity has 
occurred in the Athens Unit or the Ironton Unit.  
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Figure 1. Vertical (conventional) and horizontal (unconventional) drilling activity in the Marietta Unit, 
Wayne National Forest, 1983 to 2019 
Note: Between 2012 and 2019, there were 94 horizontal wells completed within the proclamation boundary of the Wayne National 
Forest. Because multiple horizontal wells can be drilled from one wellpad, the number of points visible at this map scale is less than 
the total number of wells drilled. 
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Figure 2. Vertical (conventional) drilling activity, Athens Unit and Ironton Unit, 1983 to 2018. No 
horizontal (unconventional) drilling activity has occurred in the Athens Unit or the Unit. 
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Oil and gas production in the Wayne National Forest includes approximately 1,300 active 
conventional oil and gas wells on the surface of the national forest, with about 800 of those wells 
producing private minerals and 500 producing federally-owned minerals. There are currently no 
horizontal wells located on the surface of the Wayne National Forest. In addition to active wells, 
there are many orphan and abandoned wells located on the Wayne National Forest, and efforts to 
mitigate safety and resource concerns associated with these abandoned wells are ongoing.  

Information on oil and gas wells in the proclamation boundary of the Wayne National Forest 
were examined for development trends that may impact National Forest System lands3 (see 
figure 3). Data maintained by the Ohio Department of Natural Resources, Division of Oil and 
Gas Resources was used to determine the number of wells that were drilled within the 
proclamation boundary as well as on the surface of the Wayne National Forest between 1989 and 
2019. 

 
Figure 3. Vertical and horizontal wells drilled in the proclamation boundary and on Wayne National 
Forest surface, 1989 to 2018 

In the first ten years of the 2006 Wayne Forest Plan, there were 16 vertical wells drilled on the 
National Forest System surface. This number is far less than the 234 wells that were projected 
(USDA 2006). Combined with data on the total wells drilled in the proclamation boundary, this 
suggests a downward trend in the conventional drilling activity that is taking place on the surface 
of the Wayne National Forest and adjacent private lands. There are a number of factors which 

                                                      
3 Drilling activity was calculated from the Ohio Department of Natural Resources’ Oil and Gas Well Locator spatial 
data downloaded on June 14, 2019. Note that current National Forest System lands were used to calculate the 
number of wells drilled on federal surface. 
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may have resulted in this downward trend including the additional regulatory constraints 
associated with federal lands and federal minerals, the lack of infrastructure to transport 
commodities, and economic feasibility (the price of oil and gas), all of which play an important 
role in decisions on where to place a well on the surface. Although no unconventional, horizontal 
wells were drilled on the National Forest System surface estate, 94 unconventional wells were 
drilled within the proclamation boundary on private lands. Currently, five of those 
unconventional wells have an approved permit to access federal minerals under the National 
Forest System surface that were leased in a BLM lease sale. As of December 2019, all five of the 
wells have been drilled, and three of the five are actively producing federal minerals.   

Economic Contribution from Federal Leasing 
Economic contributions from federal leasing were modeled across a broader 26-county study 
area to account for industrial trade and spending patterns (see Socioeconomic Conditions 
Supplemental Report for more information). In baseline year 2016, federal leasing on the Wayne 
National Forest resulted in 4,500 barrels of oil and 35.4 million cubic feet of natural gas sales 
volume (DOI 2018). This generated $170,392 and $55,497 in sales value to operators, 
respectively, along with $35,088 in federal royalties and $18,196 in federal rent payments. 
Federal leasing stimulated an additional full-time job, $23,000 in labor income, $9,000 in local, 
state, and federal tax revenue, and $43,000 in total value added (output minus expenditures). 
Federal payments from mineral royalties that were distributed across the twelve counties with 
National Forest System land generated an additional $11,958 (USFS Payment Reports 2018).4 

In 2017, economic contributions from federal leasing dramatically increased. In the fourth 
quarter, a horizontal drilling boom in Monroe County resulted in a 99.75% increase in natural 
gas sales volume compared to the previous year from all federal subsurface mineral production 
(DOI 2018). While federal leasing was a relatively small contribution to overall subsurface 
production in Ohio, aggregate federal subsurface production generated an estimated 4.8 billion 
cubic feet, sustaining 53 jobs from operations, $1.5 million in labor income, $281,000 in state 
and local tax revenue, $335,000 in federal tax revenue, $2.8 million in value added, and $6.2 
million in total economic output. Mineral royalty payments to counties from federal leasing 
totaled $1.5 million, accounting for over 75% of all federal Forest Service payments transferred 
to counties in 2017 for land management activities. Currently, around 40,000 acres of federal 
minerals underneath the Wayne National Forest are under lease or pending.5 Pending leases are 
those that have been sold and are awaiting signature from the bidder. 

Additional indirect economic impacts may result from special use authorizations for use of 
federal surface associated with development of private minerals. If, for example, a private 
mineral owner needs to construct a road that crosses a parcel of National Forest System surface 
for which they do not own the rights to that surface use, they may request and be granted a 

                                                      
4 Note that the methodology used here does not account for federal royalties and sales volume received on “private 
acquired” leases, and likely underestimates the total economic contributions from federal leasing.  
5 Information on leased acres derived from BLM’s LR2000 Land and Mineral System Reports, June 20, 2019. 
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special use authorization to construct the road. In this way, the Federal Government contributes 
indirectly to facilitating private access and production. 

Other Mineral Resources 
Though oil and gas are the primary mineral resources that are currently extracted in and around 
the Wayne National Forest, considering other mineral resources and their possible extraction is 
useful to the forest plan revision process. The history of mineral extraction from the Wayne 
National Forest shows that mineral resource demand changes with technology.  

One mineral resource of historical importance is coal. Coal mining has played a major role in the 
economy, history, and culture of many parts of southeast Ohio, and has profoundly impacted the 
lands and waters of the region as well. Since 1800, over 3.6 billion tons of coal have been mined 
in Ohio. Production peaked in 1970 at 55 million tons, and declined to about 9 million tons in 
2018 (USDA 2006; DOE 2019). Before the land was acquired by the Forest Service, 
underground coal and clay mining occurred under 21,894 acres (about nine percent) of the 
present Wayne National Forest, while surface strip mining occurred over approximately 12,315 
acres (five percent of the entire national forest) (USDA 2018).  

Despite coal’s once-dominant role in energy production in southeastern Ohio, the interest in coal 
production in Ohio has diminished compared to other energy resources (Appalachian Regional 
Commission 2018). There are currently no active surface coal mining operations on the Wayne 
National Forest surface estate. There is one underground coal mine currently producing 
privately-owned coal in the Athens Unit in Perry and Morgan Counties. On September 25, 2019, 
the BLM authorized a lease sale of 433 acres of federally-owned coal in the vicinity of this 
existing mine. However, no bids were received for the offered parcels. Given the long history of 
coal production in southeast Ohio, there is a possibility of continued interest in coal production 
in the foreseeable future.  

Beyond oil, gas, and coal, there has not been interest in other leasable commodities on the Wayne 
National Forest. However, it is possible that a new leasable mineral resource could be located on 
the national forest and a request for exploration or leasing may occur at some point in the future. 
In this case, the Wayne National Forest would evaluate the commodity requested and determine 
if the proposed activity is consistent with the forest plan. Small quantity extractions of other 
minerals classified by the Forest Service as salable or mineral materials—such as clay, sand, 
gravel, and limestone—have occurred and may continue to occur within the national forest in the 
future.6  

Legacy Effects  
The effects of historic mineral extraction activities on the national forest and the surrounding 
communities have left an impact on the social and environmental resources of the Wayne 
                                                      
6 Salable minerals, or mineral materials, are a different category of mineral resources, subject to different Federal 
Regulations than oil and gas resources (See 36 CFR Part 228).  
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National Forest that can still be seen today. Understanding these legacy effects can help to ensure 
that the revised forest plan can prevent or mitigate such impacts in the future, and also to 
consider strategies in addressing these ongoing impacts in the broader context of management 
planning.  

Early underground mines were often poorly mapped and their presence may not be apparent until 
they collapse and result in surface subsidence. As more advanced machinery and technology was 
developed, surface—or strip—mining became a viable alternative to underground mining. There 
are approximately 702 known abandoned coal, clay, or limestone mine sites located on or 
beneath the Wayne National Forest, the vast majority of which are coal mines (ODNR 2019). 
Many acres of the national forest have been subject to both underground and surface mining. 
Nearly 22,000 acres of the Wayne National Forest overlies inactive underground mines, with 
impacts concentrated in the Athens Unit where 20,174 acres of sub-surface (or 29% of the unit) 
have been mined. Surface mining has occurred on nearly 20,000 acres of the Wayne, with the 
impacts split about evenly between the Athens Unit and the Ironton Ranger District, with 9,819 
and 9,610 acres, respectively. The Marietta Unit has largely avoided the impacts of mining, with 
less than 1% of the unit affected by surface or underground mines (ODNR 2019).  

During historic mining at these sites, rock containing sulfide minerals may have been exposed to 
oxygen, and when mixed with water, caused acidic conditions that entered streams and 
waterways. Referred to as acid mine drainage, these legacy issues have and continue to impact 
stream health within multiple watersheds across the national forest where historical mining 
occurred. The legacy of mining is also apparent on the landscape of the Wayne National Forest in 
the form of surface mine highwalls, waste rock and tailings (gob) piles, and artificial ponds that 
may accumulate acidic water. Other legacy impacts seen in and around the Wayne include 
ground surface subsidences, diversion of surface water flows via seepage and mine subsidence 
into subsurface mine works, and soil compaction and sedimentation.  

Historical coal mining impacts to water quality via acid mine drainage releases have been a 
particular problem on the Wayne National Forest. Water impaired by dissolved metals and low 
pH may be discharged from waste rock and tailings piles or abandoned mines via groundwater or 
surface water discharges and eventually enter nearby streams. Elevated acidity and metals 
concentrations can injure or kill fish and other aquatic organisms. Acid mine drainage has also 
impaired habitat connectivity in streams. Uninhabitable, low pH sections isolate headwaters that 
do not receive acid discharge from areas downstream that are inhabitable due to dilution of the 
acid mine drainage pollutants. The Wayne National Forest, along with many partners, has 
worked to identify and mitigate the aquatic impacts from acid mine drainage, and several 
watersheds within the proclamation boundary have seen improvements in water quality (see 
Draft Assessment and Draft Aquatic Ecosystems & Watersheds Supplemental Report).  

Abandoned mine lands on the Wayne National Forest contain various safety threats to foot and 
vehicular traffic. These include the formation of subsidences or depressions resulting from 
underground mine workings collapse, and slumps or land movements along hills or ridges 
resulting from the destabilization of overburden. Portals are original surface entrances or 
openings to underground mines that people may enter, exposing them to various subsurface 
threats. Some subsidences, slumps, and portals have be closed (filled), gated, vented 
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(permanently left open to permit air flow by adding a structure such as a pipe or culvert), or 
otherwise diverted around portal openings. As of 2018, 390 subsidences (102 subsidences with 
work completed), 377 slumps (13 filled), and 1,726 portals (74 with work completed) were 
known to occur across the Wayne National Forest. Waste disposal sites (gob or spoils) associated 
with legacy mining activities on the Wayne National Forest can also pose safety hazards. Gob 
and spoil piles have been resistant to natural re-vegetation, unless they are either capped 
(covered with soil) or graded in place. There are approximately 253 untreated gob or spoil piles 
known to occur across the Wayne National Forest.7 

The legacy of oil and gas activities on the Wayne National Forest have resulted in hundreds of 
orphan and abandoned wells. Orphan and abandoned wells have no known owner or operator, 
and often more than one hundred years old. These wells existed prior to the Federal Government 
acquiring the lands that now make up the Wayne National Forest. These abandoned wells leave 
holes in the ground that could act as an open conduit for the transmission of gases from the 
subsurface into the atmosphere as well as liquids from the surface into the subsurface. These 
orphan and abandoned wells also pose a safety threat to people recreating or using the national 
forest.  

Conclusion 
Southeast Ohio and the Wayne National Forest have a long history of mineral resource 
extraction, including coal, clay, and oil and gas. These activities have influenced the economy, 
culture, landscape, and ecology of the region. The information contained in this supplemental 
report should provide the groundwork for the consideration of mineral resources during the next 
phase of forest plan revision. Understanding what mineral resources exist in the national forest, 
how they may be extracted or developed, and the economic and ecological impacts of mineral 
resource extraction will allow for informed and strategic planning with regard to mineral 
resources in the revised forest plan.  

                                                      
7 Abandoned/Inactive Mine Inventory (AIM), U.S. Department of Interior Office of Surface Mining. Data extracted 
from Forest Service corporate data warehouse October 2018. 
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